
IN A MATTER CONCERNING THE GRENFELL TOWER INQUIRY 

WITNESS STATEMENT OF PETER MADDISON 

Peter Maddison states: 

I make this statement in response to a Rule 9 request letter dated 24th October 2018 

2 I was employed by the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea Tenant Management 

Organisation (TMO) as Director of Assets and Regeneration My employment began on 

21st Janua~" 2013 and my position technically transferred to RBKC under TUPE 

provisions in about March 2018 but I had been on long term sick since the C~-en fell Tower 

fire and I did not take up the role I formally left that employment in September 2018 

3 My j ob title at TMO was that of Director but I was not a statutory director of the company 

I was not a member of the TMO Board nor a member of the TMO Executive team 

4 hi my role, i reported to the Director of Operations, Sacha Jevans, u, ho reported directly 

to the Chief Executive, Rober~ Black I bad 3 direct reports namely Alex Bosmam 

Contracts Manager, David Gibson. Head oP Capital Investment and a third position of 

Itead of Strategic Investment that was not permanently filled 

My role included overall responsibili~- for the strategic planning, development and 

delivery of the TMO’s capital in~ estment, planned maintenance and asset management 

to meet existing and fnture needs It included provision of strategic and operational 

leadership on all aspects of the development a~d delivery of an Asset Management 

Strategy including a five year capital investment programme and cyclical programmes to 

meet TMO and Council corporate objectives. 

6 The role was to advise on future strategies, business planning, opdons appraisals, 

disposals and the most eff’ective use of RBK(’s stock and investment in respect of 

planned maintenance and improvement It u, as very much to do with strategic asset 

management and particularly the business planning of RBKC’s housing stock 
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7 Grenfell Tower refurbishment from September 2013 to Practical Completion in July 

2016 was part of my portfolio of asset management strategies The day to day project 

management of the refurbishment on behalf of TMO was managed and monitored by 

project manager Claire Williams, who succeeded Paul Dunkerton in that role in October 

2013, reporting to the Head of Capital Investment David Gibson until he retired in 2016 

I provided strategic ove~wiew of the project reporting as necessa~" to the TMO Executive 

and Board as well as directly to RBKC I did not in this role have direct involvement in 

day to day management of any contractors involved with the refurbishment nor did I have 

any direct involvement with RBKC’s Building Control or Planning depa~ments I also 

did not deal directly with Carl Stokes who was engaged by Janice Wray TMO’s Health 

and Safety Manager to whom he reported, nor did I deal directly with LFB 

8 My involvement was to oversee the asset management aspects of the project and provide 

an interface with the TMO Executive, TMO Board, RBKC senior management and 

Scrutiny Committee 

9 Where possible I have in this statement endeavoured to cover all issues identified by the 

Inquiry as helpfully as I can but where I have not dealt with some issues it is because 

those issues are not within my sphere of responsibility or knowledge 

l0 I have not had access to documents since I lef~ TMO apar~ from some that have been 

drawn to my attention to assist me wrlh dates etc This statement is therefore substantially 

based upon my best recollections Most of my involvement should be a matter of record 

Employment history and role at the TMO 

ll I lef~ college in 1986 with a degree in geography and since 1988 have always worked in 

public sector housing i hax e no housing qualifications nor any technical qualifications 

[2 I worked at Lewisharn Council in the housing department t~r about I0 years, mostly in 

property maintenance and capital and regeneration work and became their Property 

Sen, ices Manager and subsequently theh Development Manager 

13 ]5~ 19981 moved to Camden Council to manage their capital proNamme team and became 

their Head of Service managing their capital and development v,,ork which involved 

managing a regeneration budget of £30m per year for the whole of the Camden Borough 
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14 I left Camden in about 2001 and moved to Family Housing Association now called 

Peabody which was a much smaller organisation involving estate renewal coordination 

I became their Head of Asset Management with a portfolio of 20 000 homes 

15 I moved to Hyde Housing Association in about 2006 and remained there for 5 years 

working on new business opportunities, strategic asset management and stock transfer I 

then moved to Haringey Council and was there for 3-4 years managing a £40 million 

capital works folio 

16 Subsequently, I responded to an advertisement seeking an appointment to TMO as 

Director of Assets and Regeneration Following a rigorous intetwdew process over two 

days, I was appointed and started work at TMO in January 2013 

I and 2. Grenfell Tower’s original design, construction and composition and subsequent 

modification prior to most recent 

17 I understand that Grenfell Tower was constructed in the 1970’s and TMO came into 

existence 20 years later 

18 i had no knowledge of Grenfell Tower prior to my joining TMO in Januat3, 2013 

[O I expected the construction to comply with all relevant legislation and regulations and 

guidance and I had no reason to believe that it did not 

2O I am nor aware of any later modifications prior to my joining T?vlrO but again my 

expectation was that any modifications were compliant with relevant legislation, 

regulations and guidance and I had no reason to believe that they were not 

and 4. Modifications to the interior and exterior of the building between 2012 and 20|6 

2] TMO was the "Client" for the pmiect involving all interior and exterior refurbishments 

to the Tower between 2012 and 2016 with an objective of delivering the asset 

development requirements of RBKC I set out here an overqew of the TMO and my 

involvement tllroughout this project 

22 Upo~ my appointment to [MO and following a bandover from my predecessor Mark 

Anderson, 1 took up the position of’Directo~ of Assets and Regeneration at TMO on 21 "~ 
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23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

January 2013 and at that point the refurbishment of Grenfell Tower became part of my 

Asset Management remit to deliver RBKC’s required improvements they identified 

Altbough I had previously had some limited involvement with Asset Management 

projects that had involved cladding, I had and still have no technical abili~" or knowledge 

of either the materials used in cladding nor how they are required to be fitted There was 

no requirement for me to have that technical knowledge as these matters were very much 

the responsibility of the Principal Designer, Studio E, and the contract 

administrators/project managers, Attelia who had responsibility for developing the 

design to tender stage The Principal Contractor then took responsibili~" post-tender into 

tbe construction phase to ensure compliant materials were used in a compliant way 

I became aware prior to my appointment that Laura Johnson, RBKC’s Director of 

Housing had presented a report to the Council’s Cabinet seeking approval to the use of 

capital receipts arising from the sale of vacant basement spaces at Elm Park Gardens for 

investment in new affordable homes and major improvements to existing affordable 

homes with a recommendation that £6 million be invested in works to deliver major 

improvements to tbe fabric of Grenfell Tower with new homes 

At the time of my appointment the rebuilding of the Kensingqon Academy and Leisure 

Centre (~’KALC") was being undertaken directly by RBKC using their contractors 

Leadbi tter (later taken over by Bouygues), Architects Studio E, and other contractors arid 

consultants including Artelia then known as Appleyards RBKC chose to use the same 

contractors and constdtants fo~ the proposed Grent;,4] |ower refurhisbment which they 

were able to do under the IESI fiamewotk agreement fbr public sector p~ocurement to 

engage "call oft" contractors without the need to go out to tender 

Studio E had therefore been engaged prior to my appointment to provide architectural 

advice at~d support for the refurbishment and in turn, they engaged Exova to provide Fire 

Safety Engineering Services Artelia were also engaged prior to my appointment as 

cont~ act admi~ristrators/project managers as l unde~ stand it 

At a [MO Board meeting on 15~ November 2012 (PM/l:I’MOI0{~01939), my 

predecessor, Mark Anderson is reported to have presented a paper 

(Pl~I/2:TMO10001766) seeking approval to progression of the detailed design and 
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tender package phases of the Grenfell Tower Regeneration Project and he recommended 

the appointment of Principal Contractors Leadbitter for the preconstruction agreement 

phase He reported that the C~enfell Tower Regeneration Project comprised ~,vo 

elements; regeneration of the exterior of the Tower and renewal of the internal building 

se~wices installations and fabric He reported that the total project budget for the 

combined works was £94 million, comprising £6 million regeneration works, £25 

million capital programme works and £09 million contingency 

28 The initial design work and specification for the refurbishment had been worked up over 

~,vo years before my involvement by Studio E Architects and it was substantially 

complete by the time of my appointment 

29 By the time of my appointment in Janua~2~ 2013 the proj ect was therefore well established 

and in an advance stage of design and planning including a full fire risk assessment for 

the Tower conducted by Carl Stokes on 20 November 2012 and assessments by Exova 

on behalf of Studio E in addition to regular input visits and inspections by LFB 

3O RBKC’s decision to refurbish C~enfell was to improve the internal living conditions for 

the tenants and leaseholders, the communal domestic hot water and central hearing 

systems and other services to be upgraded and renewed including thermal insulation to 

improve then’aal efficiency and fiael economy The plan included the provision of new 

social housing fiats, relocation of a nulsery and plovision oPa new boxing club 

3] The p~ol~ssional consultants involved with initial preparations fo~ the project were 

Artelia as Contract Administrator, Costs Consultants (QS) and CDM Co-ordinator; 

Studio E as A*chitects; Max Fordham as Mechanical and EnNneering Consuhants; 

Curdns as Structural Engineers and IBI Taylor Young as Planning Consultants My 

~mderstanding is that these were all selected by RBKC prior to my involvemetu and as a 

consequence of their work on KA~C, and they were re-appointed by TMO lot Grenfell 

Tower refurhishment having satisfied RBKC’s procurement processes 

32 By the time I joined TMO however, Artelia were expressing concerns about the scheme 

costs put fom~,ard by I.eadbitte~ Artelia had been instructed to negotiate with I,eadbitter 

to bring the cost closer to their budget estimate, it was reported at the TMO Board that 

the Grenfell Towel: project had been delayed dne to a difference bem,een Artelia 
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Consultants cost plan and Leadbitter’s costs Leadbitter proposals were not considered 

to represent value for money and Attelia recommended a value engineering exercise to 

bring the scheme within the £85rn construction budget 

33 I spent time during FebrualT and March 2013 shortly after joining TMO working with 

Artelia and Leadbitter to understand the project and explore the project scope and costs 

At that time the budgeted costs for refurbishment were £9m while costs presented by 

Leadbitter were £12m-£13m which Artelia advised did not represent value for money 

34 The scope of the proj ect was under review and whilst there had been no firm specification 

for the type of cladding to be used, I recall at that time Studio E raising the possibility of 

using alternatives to zinc panels which had been provisionally proposed and that this 

might bring about some costs saving I recall reference being made to various types and 

versions of cladding material including, Zinc, Aluminium and Trespa I knew there was 

a wide range of potential cladding materials but the different types meant absolutely 

nothing to me All I knew was that the materials and appearance needed to satisfy RBKC 

Planners and Building Control and the contract required the works to comply with 

legislation, Building Regulations, standards and guidance documents so any material 

offered was considered on the basis that it met Building Regulations and complied with 

the law I knew nothing more than that 

35 At various meetings we discussed the difl’erence between the Artelia and Leadbitte~ 

estimates for work packages I also had concerns at this time about Leadbitter’s 

suitabiliiT as a main cont~ actor for this t~pe of project because of their lack oPexpedence 

ofwolk of this nature and of working with residents who iemained in their homes during 

the works I also bad concerns about them being taken over by Bouygues who, from my 

past experience, had lacked the experience of working with residents in occupation It 

was vet3, important to us on behalf of the residents that the contractors demonstrated their 

concerns and ability to work alongside residents in situ and to be sympathetic to their 

needs and iss~les 

36 By 20th J~ne 2013 {PM/3:TMOI0002849) I presented a paper to the TMO Programme 

Board seeking approval to market test the contract through an Office of the .lournal of 

European Union (OJEU) procurement process with the aim of achieving value for money 

and engaging a Principal Contractor with the clght skills and proven experience of this 
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37 

38 

39 

type of work which focussed specifically on RBKC’s refurbishment requirements and 

ability to work alongside residents 

On 16th July 2013 (PM/4:TMO00840255) Laura Johnson presented her paper to the 

Council providing information relating to the investment plans for C~enfell Tower 

Specifically, this report advised the benefits anticipated from the project included the 

replacement of single-glazed windows, which were beyond economic repair, with 

double-glazed fenestration This she reported would improve thermal efficiency and fuel 

economy The project would also include the installation of cladding and rain screen 

curtain walling to significantly improve thermal efficiency and fuel economy, as well as 

provide for an improved external appearance that reflected and complemented the KA LC 

project 

As of July 2013 RBKC had allocated an overall budget of £9 7m, inclusive of fees, for 

the regeneration works to the Tower and by 25th July 2013 (P]~I/5:T]~IO10003173) the 

Board agreed that the project was to go to market via the OJEU tender process 

A scope of works and ped’ormance specification was developed by Artelia and following 

that the scheme was put out to tender through the OJEU tender process lhe regeneration 

works ultimately included:- 

Window renewal 

Thermal external cladding to the building 

New entrance lobby 

Communal decoration 

New communal heating system (with individual control) 

Ilidden homes 7 new flats later revised to 9 new flats 

Relocation of boxing club, nurseW and office accommodation 

Fire satEty and ventilation works 

Environmental enhancements 
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40 I am aware that Attelia sent out invitations to tender on 29th November 2013 

(PM!6:TMO1000464S) and Rydon were appointed following the OJEU open market 

tendering exerdse 

41 Artelia led the procurement exercise with advice from Jenny Jackson an external 

procurement consultant engaged by TMO to ensure the procurement rules were followed 

correctly It was important that TMO staff and residents were involved in scoring the 

tender and there was a costs and quality matrix to follow I was not involved in the 

procurement process nor the tender scoring but I received the report on the tender analysis 

by Artelia and used this as the basis for reporting and seeking approval I also attended 

intetwiews of the tenderers to gauge whether their written proposals had substance From 

memory, the intetwiews were attended by Faye Edwards the Chair of the TMO Board, 

CIIr Blakemen, David Gibson, and Artelia A very. important part of the tender scoring 

and assessment was the contractors’ ability and commitment to consult and engage with 

residents to manage their welfare 

42 This was a "Design and Build" contract with all responsibilities for design and 

construction work being the responsibilitT of the Principal Contractor with warranties 

supplied to cover liabilities This meant fl~at the successfid tenderer would be 

contractually responalble ~Or obtaining and receiving Building Regulations approval and 

to ensure all works were compliant udth all relevant legislation Standards and guidance 

documents 

43 As (lient, TMO’s role was to monitor and manage progress of the, efurbishment work 

against budget to ensure de]ivety of the programme on behalf oP RBKC, residents and 

leaseholders Alongside co~rractors, its role was to li al se with resi dents to facilitate worlds 

within residential areas TMO’s role was also to report progress and budget to the TMO 

Executive, TMO Board and to RBKC 

44 During the tendering process there were initially 17 responses to the OJEU Pre- 

Qualification Questionnaire expressing hdtial interest in the tender Procurement was 

dealt with i*~dependent]y by Jenny Jackson to oversee compliance with OJEU 

Regulations with all assessments and recommendations being made by Artelia the 

Comract Administrators and Costs Consultants Jenny Jackson led the procurement 

process She collated the papmwork and information and assessments provided by 
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Astelia and I presented them to the TivlO Board with recommendations for a decision to 

be made 

45 Ultimately there were five tenderers for tile project, namely Durkan, Rydon, Wates, 

Keepmoat and Mulalley but subsequently Wates and Keepmoat withdrew 

46 RBKC were kept formally advised throughout the procurement process and advised of 

all issues via the monthly Asset Management meetings 

47 Artelia reported tenders of £92m, £104m and £99m from Rydon, Mulalley and Durkan 

respectively with respective quality scores of 7664, 5842 and 6223 with 

recommendation that Rydon be appointed to can2," out the refurbishment work l 

presented my paper to the board on 27~ March 2014 passing on Artelia’s 

recommendation and following interviews conducted by members of the KC TivlO Board 

Rydon were approved by the Board noting that if the final price was above £97m further 

approval would be required from RBKC 

48 My understanding is that the Board agreed to enter into a pre-contract agreement with 

Rydon Construction Ltd with a total scheme cost of£9 7million Ihe Board was advised 

that there was fimher work to be done to finalise the detailetl design and achieve the 

necessary planning permissions 

49 Residents were advised of" the p~oject tender acceptance in a Grenl~)ll Tower 

Regeneration Newsletter dated April 2014 (PMi7:TMOt10837550i 

Project team 

5O Rydon was the Principal Contractor responsible fi, r all aspects of the Design and Build 

contract to ensure compliance with all building and fire regulations and as part of their 

quality assessment to work and liaise with residents in relation to tile refuCui shment work 

51 Studio E were tl~e architects for the scheme p~oviding design advice and specifications 

and they liaised with the Borough Planning 

52 They drew up the specifications for the Tower reforbishment and were recommended by 

RBKC t’~dlowing Iheir work on K.adLC 
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53 Studio E had been involved with the scheme from early on attending resident consultation 

sessions as the scheme was put together They were tasked with providing information 

for the scheme to achieve planning approval 

54 Studio E were re-engaged by Rydon following their appointment to ensure design 

continuity 

55 IBI Taylor Young are planning consultants who were initially appointed by RBKC in 

relation to KALC They facilitated discussions with the Borough Planners to understand 

tbe requirements of planning pemdssion and to lialse with all concerned, particularly 

Studio E, to facilitate those requirements to achieve planning consent 

56 Artelia were initially engaged by RBKC to manage the KALC project and then the 

Grenfell Tower refurbishment on behalf of TivlO Their role was that of Project 

management/Contract Administrator, Costs Consultant (QS) and CDM Co-ordinator and 

as such they were required to manage the contract on behalf of TivlO; advise on the 

specifications in terms of CDM and understand the costs involved and provide regular 

reporting on programme and costs 

57 As CDM Co-ordinator, dley were required to check the tender infom~ation to ensure 

compliance and comme~tt o~t a~ty concerns bet’~re it was se~tt out to tender and to check 

compliance with the contract throughout the refurhishment project and to oversee 

Rydon’s co-ordination of cont~acturs dnring the prqject [heir contract administration 

role was to ale~t the TMO, as p~oject c]ient, of any cost o~ programme isst~es that would 

impact positively or negatively on the project 

58 They provided a monthly cost report setting out financial information in respect of 

anticipated and actual costs as well as a graph showing actual progress against the 

contractor’ s programme 

59 Curtins were the structural engineering consultants again originally engaged by RBKC 

on KAI ,( who had input to structural issues to check the snitabilit7 of the structure for 

accommodating cladding and its fixings 

6O Max Fordham are service engineers who dealt with mechanical and engineering aspects 

I.ike others, they were originally engaged by RBKC to work on the KALC project and 
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they continued on Grenfell and were subsequently contracted by TMO to write the 

performance specifications relevant to mechanical engineering and to approve 

contractors’ proposals for completion of those works and check compliance These works 

principally related to the heating specifications, boiler, water fl ow, water temperature and 

ventilation including the smoke dispersal system, lifts, windows dly" riser and electrical 

and lighting standards 

61 Exova Warrington Fire are fire engineers Their appointment and role in relation to the 

project was that of fire strategy advisers to Studio E and latterly Rydon 

62 I had little knowledge of Rydon’s sub-contractors and only became involved in 

companies who ran into financial difficulties as occurred with Harley Facades and 

Rydon’s steel erectors whose name l do not recall I have very limited knowledge of any 

other sub-contractors 

63 I am aware that planning submissions were presented prior to my engagement and 

ultimately planning permission was granted by RBKC on 10 Janua~3/ 2014 This 

permission was in relatively standard form and referred to numerous drawings all of 

which had been prepared by Studio E 

64 The permission was conditional upon matters such as dclailed drawings or samples of 

materials being submitted for approval by the local planning authority before the relevant 

part of the work was begun It was specified that the material to be used on the external 

Paces of" the buildings "was to accord with the development plan by ensuring that the 

character and appearance of the area was preserved and living conditions of those living 

near the development suitably protected Similar conditions were specified in relation to 

the windows and doors to ensure the appearance of the development was satisfacto~y and 

to safeguard the amenity of the area 

Thermal external cladding to the building 

65 I have no technical qualification, ability o[ kno’wledge of" either the materials used in 

cladding insulation nor how they are required to be fitted The Design and Build contract 

administered by Ane]ia on beha]f oflMO meant that cladding design and fitting was the 
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responsibility of the Principal Contractor and their specialist designers and sub- 

contractors 

66 

67 

68 

69 

Rydon were selected via their tender submission because of their experience and 

expertise in this regard having carried out similar projects previously under the terms of 

the Design and Build contract They were tasked with ensuring that appropriate materials 

were being used and fitted It was the responsibility of Artelia to check compliance and 

for John Rowan and Pawners who were engaged as Clerk of Works, to check and inform 

TMO of any non-compliances in the installation The detail would then be interrogated 

by RBKC Building Control who themselves would liaise with the Principal Contractor, 

their advisers and LFB to ensure all Building and Fire Safety Regnlation requirements 

were being met 

In very general terms, my understanding was that the cladding was to be fitted on or 

within a framework bolted to the exterior of the building The new windows were fitted 

into the new framework and initially were installed additional to the existing single 

glazed windows which were removed following installation of the double glazed 

replacements 

As part of the value engineering process, I was involved with discussions regarding zinc 

or alurainium cladding Both were priced as pa~ of the tender when options were being 

kept open I was also involved with discussion on whether the cladding should be cassette 

or riveted as part of the value engineering process The more expensive option was 

chosen I had no further role o~ input to technical decisions concerning cladding 

insulation or cavi ty barfi ers I do not have any technical expertise in this regard and ~-MO 

relied on the specialist contractors appointed to undel~ake the project under this Design 

and Build comract My tmdersta~tding and expectation was that all materials were 

compliant with all appropriate Building Regulations 

Cladding, insulation and cavity barriers were therefore designed and installed by the 

specialist contractors under the contro] of Rydon as part of the Design and Build cont~ act 

and inspected and checked by John Rowan and Partners as palt oPtheir duties as C]e~k 

of Works and inspected and approved by RBKC’s Building Control from a construction 

perspective and with the approval of RBKC Planni*tg Department i*t terms of aesthetics 
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70 My understanding is that the cladding was sourced by Rydon and installed by them or 

their contractors and based on specifications drawn up by Studio E Architects and 

approved by RBKC Building and Planning departments with supporting information 

provided to them by Rydon, Artelia, IBl Taylor Young and checked by RBKC Planners 

and Building Inspectors car@ng out their own researches and inspections I believe the 

RBKC building control inspectors attended site on numerous occasions throughout the 

refurbishment 

71 I do not have specific knowledge of the materials involved and whilst I may have been 

informed of trade names and perhaps general information, they would not have meant 

anything to me 

72 

¯ Windows 

New powder-coated aluminium windows were installed by Rydon to the cladding 

structure to the exterior of the building prior to removing the existing framed windows 

within 

73 The original proposal was that the windows would be designed larger than the structural 

openi~g I did ~ot I<~aow this unhl it was pointud ont I did ~ot appreciate the implication 

of’it at tile time but I learned ]ater that this was because new windows had widel fiames 

and there was an intention to keep the glazed area the same size to preselwe light standard 

Had lids remained, the contractor would have been required to carry out inlernal works 

within the flats to cut larger structural openings to fit the larger windows and this would 

have caased difficulties and major disruption to all individual residents Residents rai sed 

fitting larger windows would cause them considerahle disruption and involve purchasing 

new curtains A decision was taken fol]owing this consultation to review the matter 

74 Rydon suggested retaining the structural openings and fitting the windows to them to 

avoid these issues Max Fordham checked the lighting levels and Rydon u, ere required 

to colrtfma that the proposed revisions for the new windows met the existing Building 

Regulations fc~r refurbishment standards "[his was ultimately achieved 

75 The issue of" window sizes was raised at a P~ogress Meeting and Rydon reported that if 

the windows were sized to fit an existing opening they could over clad on the existing 
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trim around the internal windows and give a clean finish internally avoiding resident 

disruption and making good A sample window was fixed to the pilot flat in January 2015 

so that residents could see what the new window looked like as a finished product 

76 Simon Lawrence of Rydon was instructed to prepare drawings for a non-material 

amendment planning application and to put the application into the planning officer as 

soon as possible with efforts made to getting it processed quickly Consideration was to 

be given to whether to order windows ahead of planning approval because of the impact 

of delay In the event this was unnecessary because the planning authority quickly gave 

approval to a non-material amendment to "cha~lge u mdou sizes to be as existing". 

77 In the C~enfell Tower Regeneration Newsletter dated September 2015 (PM/8:TMO ) 

residents were advised that the new windows were a slightly different size to the old ones 

78 Approaching the Christmas 2015 holiday, TMO and Rydon conducted a door-knocking 

courtesy exercise to check if all the heating and windows were OK In relation to 

windows I understand there were vetay few routine issues raised relating to draughts and 

sticking handles, othe~vise the feedback was vet?/positive 

The fire and safety measures within the buildi~g at the thnc ~fthc fire 

79 My team were required to ensure that all contracts were let to ensure compliance with all 

relevalrt legislation, health and safety and fire safety Apart from that my role did not 

involve management of fire sa[~ty on behalf oP TMO and I have no qualilications, 

expertise or experience that would qualify me to do that These matters were managed 

by othe~ s not i~ my departme~rt My only invo]vement with fire safety wou]d be if my 

department was asked to respond to actions that had been identified as a consequence of 

surveys and risk assessmem card ed out by or on behalf of the Health and Safety Manager 

8O ]m relatio~ to the refl~rhishmem of Grenfell Tower I deferred all fire safety issues to the 

experts responsible I had no input to strategies or equipment required and can only speak 

as to the contractual side of fire safety installations at the Tower and my understanding 

of what they aimed to achieve 

81 New smoke dispersal and ventilation works were included within the performance 

specification provided by Max 1-ordham as part of the tender and these were installed and 
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operated in conjunction with sensors detecting the presence of smoke in the communal 

areas and for which Rydon obtained approval under the Building Regulations 

82 My understanding is that an automatic opening vent (AOV) system was designed from 

specifications provided by Max Fordham as approved by RBKC building control The 

AOV system incorporated dampers to the ducts in lobbies at each level and in 

environmental mode, the dampers would open or close at specified temperatures to 

control air flows to keep temperatures at ambient levels It" smoke was detected the 

environmental settings were automatically overridden to a smoke control mode which 

closed all dampers except on the floor where the smoke was detected and then large fans 

would blow and draw the smoke from the lobby through ducting and out of the top of the 

building Upon being activated the system cut off the gas supply to communal boilers 

and relay an alarm message to Tunstall, the oft-site remote monitoring company, to alert 

the emergency se~w-ices l understood the system could be manually ove~Tidden on each 

floor but I am not familiar with the detail of this All I can say is that it was a system that 

was designed and checked by Max Fordham to be compliant with current regulations and 

it was still under warranty with Rydon at the time of the fire 

83 Tbe system was required to be checked by Rydon and their contractors while still under 

warranty and in addition, it was cttecked regularly, weekly i believe, by "I’MO st~f 

Allied Protection were TMO’s appointed contractors for the repair and maintenance of 

tire safety equipment and they were ready to take o’¢er the se~,ice and maintenance of 

the ventilation system when the Rydon wa~*anty ended 

84 I was aware that Studio E had consulted with Exova in ~el~tion to fire safety strategy 

wben drawing tip specifications t’~r tbe refi~rbishment I did nor see their reports to Studio 

E at the time but I am now awa~e tttey produced reports to Studio E dated 31/10/12 

(PMJO:T_~,IO ) and subsequently 24/10/13 (PM~’I0:TMO ) and a third signed 

repor~ bearing two different dates, namely 5/I 1/13 or 7/11/13 which appear to be the 

85 I have noted that it was ~eported by E~ova that "it i.s considered lhat the pr~gx)sed 

cha~ges will hm,e ~o a&~erse <~,ct o~ the build#~, m relut~o~ to extermdjire ~pread but 

lhi.s will be confirmed @ ana&sZv i~t a Nl~tre ias~e cf NZ~ t’~5oorl ". i do not ~ow what 
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87 

89 

9O 

Exova based this opinion on or whether they produced any further analysis or reports I1" 

they did, I did not see them 

I am also aware that on 17th October 2014 Carl Stokes conducted a Fire Risk Assessment 

(PIM/12:TMOI0042446) for Grenfell Tower Carl Stokes engagement was by Janice 

Wray, TMO’s Health and Safety Manager 

I have seen the fire risk assessment and it recorded amongst other things, that the fire 

strategy for residential areas was a "stay put" strategy which he confirmed meant that 

residents remain within their own dwelling during a fire incident unless the fire is in that 

dwelling or it is othe~-ise affected, in which case they should immediately evacuate the 

dwelling and call the fire and rescue se~ice He went on to say that the fire se~wdce or 

TMO employees will arrange for a general evacuation of the building at any time if this 

is appropriate or the resident can leave at any time if they so wish He noted that 

information had been provided to all residents in the form of tenants’ handbook, letters 

and briefing sheets etc and articles on fire safety advice and emergency procedures were 

also included in the residents’ magazine called "Link" 

He further reported that the provisions for means of escape for the fiats are based on the 

assumption that the fire is generally in a flat; there is no reliance on external rescue (eg 

by a portable ladder) and that there was a higb degree of compartmetuation and therefore 

low probability of tire spread beyond the flat oP origin so that sinmltaneous evacuation 

of the building is unlikely to be necessat3~; and although fires may occur in the common 

pan. of tile building, tile materials and construction used the~c should prevent tile t’i~e 

fiom being involved beyond the immediate vicinity although in some cases communal 

facilities exist which require additional measures to be taken 

Tbis Fire Risk Assessment refe,xed to an audit baving been conducted by Fire Safety 

]5~specting Ot’ficer Matthew Ramsey of the London Fire Brigade 

Mr Stokes noted thgt the building appea~ed to have appropriate tire separation and 

compartmentation and, from a visual inspection of the structure of the building, there 

appeared to be no areas that raised concern about structural damage to the building or 

fire stopping issues There were no visible breaches of the compartment wails and ceiling 
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92 

93 

94 

95 

linings at the time of this risk assessment and the fire loading of the common parts of the 

building was considered to be good 

He obselwed that the building appeared to have been constructed in accordance with the 

building regulations at the time of construction with the layout of the building, including 

the travel distances, the escape routes, the width of escape routes and the number of exits 

appropriate for the present use The means of escape route/the staircase leads to a final 

exit at the walkway level at that time The entrance/exit doors of this building all open in 

the direction of travel as do the flat/lift lobby area doors onto the staircase 

He also obse~wed that there was adequate protection for the means of escape route from 

the building with no visual damage ob setw-ed during the assessment, there are no openings 

on the staircase apart from the entrance/exit doors to each flat!lift lobby area Each flat!lift 

lobby area has the apartment entrance doors and the refuse chute room door off it The 

tenanted apartments within this building had a few years ago their flat entrance doors 

replaced with new self-closing 30 minute certified fire rated doors which meet the 

requirements of building regulations The other flat entrance doors which have not been 

replaced are flush solid fire rated doors with perko self-closing devices fitted on the ones 

looked at, these are the originally fitted doors He commented that if new flat entrance 

doors are fitted in the furore then these will need to conform to the requirements of the 

building regulations at the time of installation 

[te commented that the door to each of the refuse chute rooms is a 30 minute fire rated 

door fitted with a self-closing device and cold smoke seals 

i took tiom this report that there had been a complete fire risk assessment which, in the 

event of fire, required residents to remain in their homes unless the fire was in their flat 

in which case they should evacuate and that anyone wishing to evacuate was safe to do 

so via the protected staircase 

I ~nderstood this was the stlategy advised and endorsed by LFB who ~egu]arly attended 

meedngs to discuss and who made regular visits to C~enfell Tower to car~- out 

ti~miliarisatio~ exe~ cises and inspectio~s 
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96 I did not interface with LFB myself but was informed throughout the refurbishment work, 

that there were regular attendances by representatives of LFB who attended to discuss 

fire safety issues with Rydon and for the benefit of familiarisation visits and to make 

obse~wations and recommendation aimed at managing fire safety On these occasions, 

LFB officers met Rydon to understand how the systems worked and to familiarise 

themselves with them l fully expected that this would include familiarisation with the 

lay out, dry riser, lifts and ventilation system and a review of the stay put policy I am 

sure that if anything was found to be non-compliant or below standard it would have been 

brought to my attention but nothing was and I had no reason to believe that LFB were 

anything other than entirely satisfied with layout and all fire safety systems and facilities 

and they were fully familiar with them having attended to consider them and to 

familiarise themselves with them and their operation 

97 As far as I was aware, LFB continued to support a stay put policy and no time did they 

or Carl Stokes suggest that any other policy should be considered 

98 Via the Newsletters, Claire Williams passed on to residents the specific instruction 

received from LFB and stated that it had been emphasised by LFB who wished to re- 

int’orce the message to residents that "J~f /here is a.fire u hieh L~ ~ol in,~hle yore’ own home, 

)’on wv Re~etz~[~l suit’.st Io .sia) p~¢t h~ ):o~n’ home tu begin wilk: lke fire briga&’ will 

arrive ve~y quickly ~f a.fire :s reporled. 2he m~ rea~on )’ou shouAt leave.p::m’ home is i/’ 

a&b’ess at~d postcode. [/there is afire m the block near ),our flat (vM yo~ beYeve you 

~m’ a~ ris’k ~md wot~M prejer to ev~n waw the bttildi~~ theft p]e~xe do so tt~ing the xmnw 

and *~ ait ot¢t~i~# the btdldi~qL/br the fire brixade m ~rrive" I understood this to be the 

advice specifically identified by LFB 

99 Carl Stokes conducted a i)rther assessment and produced a record of his significant 

findings and action plan dated 26 Apfi] 2016 Rydon recorded their [esponses on the 

action plan record and I understand this was returned to Janice Wray to assist Carl Stokes 

with his overall fi~ e assessment for the b~ilding requi~ed under the Reg~lato~ Reform 

(Fi~e Salary) Orde~ which he reported on 20 June 2016 nea~ to practical completion of 

the rei~rhisbmem works 
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100 Carl Stokes noted in his 2016 assessment that he had conducted an inspection and 

reviewed information gathered from the buildings’ occupants, TMO employees and from 

analysis of documents provided by TMO and concluded, without conducting an invasive 

structural investigation that the building’s structure, the construction and any 

refurbishments of the building had gone through the Building Regulations process 

101 He noted that new external cladding had been fitted to the building as part of the project 

of refurbishment/construction work being undertaken on and within this building The 

original external face of the building had been over clad, the new fire rated cladding is 

fixed to the outer face of the building by metal fixings and the whole process has been 

overseen by the RBKC Building Control department and oflScers ]-hey have approved 

and accepted the fixing systems and the cladding used He noted that "there are no 

apparent unusual elements of building construction that were considered to add a 

significant additional contribution to the fire risk" 

102 Nh- Stokes referred to the "stay put" evacuation strategy and what that meant and 

identified that this was the general advice provided by the LFB as noted on their website 

and as communicated to the residents 

103 ra~ relation to the dt3, riser, again my understanding is that Rydon engaged contractors to 

make modifications to the existing dry riser by extending it to the new lower floors and 

this wo*k was in accordance with specification drafted by Max Fordham as approved by 

RBKC Building Control I am not aware of any issue with the dw riser at Ccenfell Tower 

If there had been any I would have expected that to have been picked up by RBKC 

Building Control and/or raised as an issue in tile fire risk assessments conducted by Carl 

Stokes or by LFB during their inspecfions and familiafisation visits, one of which I 

understand was specifically in relation to the dry riser 

104 Minor modifications were made tu the lifts Again i believe Rydon engaged contractors 

to make these modifications pursuant to specifications prepared by Max Fordham as 

approved by RBKC Building (ontrol I am not aware of there being any issue with the 

lifts to the new lower floors The lifts were considered by Carl Stokes arid LFB The 

requirement from ]-MO’s perspective was that the lifts should meet all legislation, 

regulation, standards and guidance and haxing been designed and constructed and 

checked by so many professionals, I had no reason to believe that they did not do so 
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Further, the lifts were regularly sew, iced and underwent a major service shortly before 

the fire This was by specialist service engineers PDERS Further, the lifts were 

independently inspected by Bureau Veritas for insurance puq~oses and all inspections 

and sewice updates were up to date at the time of the fire 

105 There had previously been emergency lights on every other floor in the stair well but 

following a report from a resident Mr Collins that they were faulty, we arranged for all 

the lights in the stair well and lobbies to be replaced and we took this opportunity to fit 

new emergency lights to every floor in the stairwell instead of eve~T other floor The new 

lights were installed by Allied Protection l believe - at the time of the refurbishment 

works This was in 2016 and all lights were therefore relatively new at the time of the 

fire 

106 My understanding is that there was a fire door replacement program in about 2012 when 

all non-compliant fire doors were replaced and that all doors were therefore compliant I 

had no reason to consider that they were not My understanding is that as pan of the 

refurbishment new fire doors were installed in the newly constructed areas at lower level 

and that tbose doors complied with current fire standards as required 

107 I u, as au, are there had been a Borough wide sur~ey to review the doors of leaseholders 

and this ga~e rise to some dit’ficulties replacing doors that were not considered to be 

compliant However none ot" these were at G[entM1 Tower and my understanding was 

that all doors in Grenfell Tower were considered to be compliant although I believe some 

steps may ba’ce been taken to replace one leaseholde~ ’s door [ bad no reason to beliex, e 

that the lice doo~s were not and I wou]d expect the fi~e risk assessments to have identified 

any deficiencies or non-compliances bur I ara not aware of any being identified My 

understanding is that one leaseholder had replaced his flat door and there was difficulty 

obtaining a certificate to confirm that it was a 30-mlnute fire door 

Inspections 

108 Rydon had the responsibility under the Design and Build Contract to comply with all 

legislation standards and Building Regulations and to obtain Building Cont~ ol approval 

All matters relative to Building Control u, ere therefore dealt with directly betu, een Rvdon 
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and RBKC Building Control inspectors who made regular visits to site and held other 

meetings with Rydon and LFB 

109 TMO engaged John Rowan and Partners as Clerk of Works to inspect the works on site 

This included inspection of workmanship and methodology to ensure works were carried 

out as designed and compliant with all relevant standards and to challenge Rydon when 

necessary if there were shortcomings 

110 The inspectors were Jon White and Tony Batty Tony was a sub-contractor of John 

Rowan and Partners who dealt with tbe M&E side of inspections They attended site 

routinely and typically once a week but often 2 or 3 times a week depending on site 

activities Their role included the provision of reports to infom~ TMO and the project 

team of progress against the program of works and any issues arising which they did via 

regular Site Inspection Reports 

111 Subsequently as mentioned above, Carl Stokes inspected the premises before and after 

the refurbishment to provide comprehensive assessments of fire risk and he did so in 

conjunction with discussions with LFB 

I do not thi hie I can ~eiiably assist the Imlui~T in this regm d and will defer to othe~ s who 

can A]I 1 can say is that TMO had a health and safety team that dealt with al] matters of 

fire safeg~" and it did so in conjunction with external advisers including LFB My role did 

not involve management of fire sffety and i haxe no qualifications, expertise or 

experience that v,,ould qualif3, me to do that My only involvement with fire saJt~ty would 

be if ray department was asked to respond to actions that had been identified as a 

consequence of surveys and risk assessment carried out by or on behalf of the health and 

safety manager 

113 As stated above, in relation to the refurbishment of Grenfell Tower 1 deferred all fire 

safety issues to the experts respo~sible ~ had no input to strategies o~ equipment required 

and can only speak as to the contractual side of fire safety installations at the Tower and 

my understanding of what they aimed to achieve 
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115 

116 

117 

118 

119 

120 

The Inquiry has asked what system there was, if any, for residents to express their 

concerns and views in relation to fire safety and the channels of communication provided 

etc together with details of issues raised 

In terms of general interaction and concerns there is a recognised local authority process 

whereby representative groups may voice opinions Here the recognised residents 

associations had been the Lancaster West Residents Association and Lancaster West 

Management Board but these were in existence before I joined TMO and I had no 

interaction with them My perception is that historically there had been issues with both 

organisations 

We held public meetings and drop-in sessions for residents We then consulted residents 

on their preferred method of consultation Only one resident favoured public meetings 

The majority asked for Newsletters plus informal drop-ins 

A formal focus group recognised by local authorities and known as a "Compact" was set 

up specifically in response to issues raised by and on behalf of residents regarding the 

location of the HIUs within some flats This was set up and various individuals were 

involved 

There were a range of informal opportunities for residents to raise issues and concerns 

however, there was also a formal, three stage complaints system All issues raised 

through this process were responded to and appropriate actions taken Only a small 

number oP issues raised related to file saf)ty 

As regards issues raised during the refurbishment works, the Proiect Manager and Head 

of Sel~ice were responsible for the day to day raanageraem of the comract I became 

involved in some detail when residents raised issues throu~ the formal complaints 

system, Compact or through the local councillor or when key issues needed attention- eg 

delays in the p~ ogramme eg resulting from the liquidation of ta~,o sub contractors 

H~ere was a big issue raised about the Heat InterFace knit (HIU) Ihe design had placed 

the tIIU in or above shelving/cupboard in the hallway of the flats It seemed sensible to 

locate it there alongside sen’ices and its presence did noi in any way resirici access 

because the units were contained with the already occupied by shelvin>tcu pboard s The 
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location of the HFU was a change from the original proposed location Residents were 

informed of the proposed change via newsletter and drop-in session however some 

residents were not happy with the change and a number of residents wanted tlle HIU 

installed in the kitchen This was undesirable for many reasons including concerns about 

the integrity of the old pipe work to which it was to be installed and it would also be more 

difficult to install and would cause disruption to the kitchen area and work surfaces 

121 This had become such an issue that we organised a series of meetings at the Tower at 

which Robert Black, Sacha Jevans, Claire Williams and myself and Board members from 

TMO; togetl~er witl~ Nicholas Paget-Brown, Rock Feilding-Mellen and Laura Johnson 

and her team from RBKC; and Councillor Blakeman all attended The consensus was 

that tllere was nothing wrong with installing the H IU’s in the hallway and that was clearly 

the best place to do so but it was decided at extra cost to move the HIU’s into the kitchen 

area for those who wanted them there We subsequently offered to locate the HIU in the 

kitchen as originally proposed as long as residents were prepared to endure the extended 

disruption this would cause 

122 The refurbishment of Grenfell Tower was a very big project for eve~?,’one involved and 

we were particularly conscious of the fact that work was being calTied out while the 

residents remained in sire and as a result we hald numerous public meetings and drop-in 

sessions coftEe mornings, door-knocklng exercises etc in addition to dealing with 

matters with residents on an individual basis 

Initial public meetings were poorly a~ended by residents and were often donrinated by a 

small number oP vocal residents who persisted with raising issues outside of the scope of 

the meetings causing tlistraction from their puq~ose and objective There were 

discussions about power surges which i deal with elsewhere but I do not recall other fire 

safety concerns being raised at these meetings As I recall, the only issues to come out of 

those meetings relevant to the reft,rbishment itself were ones expressing disappNntmelrt 

that the reli~’oishment was not proceeding as quickly as the residents would have ]iked 

and residents were generally unhappy with some of the timescales involved This was 

principally because the work had been itlanned for some time and there was perhaps some 

impahence arid understandable disappointment at what needed to be involved 
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124 We considered alternatives to public meetings and Claire Williams, Project Manager 

consulted separately with residents to enquire as to their preferred means of consultation 

]-he consensus was that the public meetings were of limited value and most residents 

preferred drop-in sessions and newsletters to be informed of developments and that is the 

approach we agreed to take 

125 Communication with residents with regards to the refurbishment works was managed on 

behalf of TMO by Claire Williams and the contractual arrangements were specifically 

set up so that all residents’ issues relevant to the refurbishment would be directed to 

Rydon who were required to respond and manage them This was a velT important aspect 

of the tendering process and Rydon scored highly in this regard and as far as I am aware 

tbey dealt with all residents issues satisfactorily 

126 I understand that Rydon conducted a complete resident profiling exercise and in 

conjunction with TMO carried out "door-knocking exercises" the purpose of which was 

to conduct a resident profiling exercise to establish face to face contact with each 

household to gather information about their preferred approach to contact them in the run 

up to and over the duration of the works and to establish whether there were any specific 

needs or requirements that would have to be taken into consideration As pan of that 

exercise it was established that no household needed to have any assistance with any 

language diitlculties because there was at least one person within each household 

had good command oPthe English language 

127 Any issues raised in connection with the refurhisbment were therefore channel]ed to 

Rydon The contract was set up in this way and it was an importa*~t part of" the tender 

process that the successt5l tenderer should deal with such matters The Newsletters and 

posters all identified that issues should be directed to Rydon and by and la*ge they were 

~4my reports made elsewhere were all channelled to Rvdon Claire Williams managed 

that process to check that all reports were suitably responded to by Rydon My 

understanding is that they were 

[28 In general terms all reports of" defects and ~epai~s were ~equired to be communicated to 

the Customer Services Centre via Freephone, email or letter or on line Out of hours 

emergency reports were handled by Pinnacle a specialist emergency housing 

maintenance contractor sep,’ice In relation to all repairs, an order would be raised and 
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any other enquiries would be entered in the Customer Relationship Management database 

known as CPdvl, previously known as W2 

129 Residents could also call into the on-site neighbourhood office at C~enfell Tower to 

report their concerns This office was managed by the Neighbourhood Management 

Team which is not within my depa~mem For the duration of the refurbishment works, 

Rydon had a site office based in the building There was a permanent Resident Liaison 

Officer located there to deal with any issues relating to the refurbishment works 

130 Ultimately all reports by whatever means that were in any way relevant to the 

refurbishment were directed to Rydon 

131 TMO did not however simply rely on issues being raised by residents, it had a regular 

inspection regime whereby Estate Services Assistants carried out regular routine 

inspections to report deficiencies as noted and John Rowan and Pawners made regular 

inspections and Claire Williams regularly communicated with residents 

132 In temps of the refurbishment works, by way of example, any issue raised that may have 

been made about an ill-fitting window or similar would be raised directly with Rvdon or 

ret’erred to them to respond to it and as far as I am aware they did so The TMO would 

often no~ be advised of every issue I had no personal involvement with this del;ect 

reporting which was managed by Rydon in conjunction with Claire Williams and the 

Resident l,iai son Officer hut my m~derstanding was that it worked effi,~ctively 

133 i was commrlted to understanding any concerns and dealing with them positively where 

possible and I v,,ould ofien tlnd that various issues were directed to me outside of these 

forrnal processes and I would deal with them to the best of my ability I also met with 

residents as described earlier throt@t the Compact group These meetings were often 

held in the evening or on a Saturday morning and I was happy to give my time to tW and 

make things work as wel] as possihle 

An issne was raised with me regarding gas pipes Some of the residents raised legitimate 

issues concerning the siting of gas pipes in the s,air well and the failure to fire stop the 

newly installed pipes 
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135 National Grid were the statutory undertaker responsible for the gas supply to Grenfell 

Tower up to the meter in each flat They were responsible for ensuring, by inspection and 

maintenance, the safe operation and condition of the gas supply pipework within the 

building They are not contractors of TMO and there is no contractual relationship 

between the two organisations 

136 I am not sure exactly when it was but I understand that in about September 2016 National 

Grid conducted a survey of the pipes and discovered a gas leak in one of the four gas 

mains supplies at Grenfell Tower The other three pipes remained fit for purpose 

137 The supply that was affected involved the gas main to some of the residents’ cookers In 

tbe immediate short-term it was arranged for the residents affected to be given temporary 

electric cooking equipment while National G~-id reviewed the position As explained 

further below National Grid were very slow to respond at all stages 

138 I became involved probably as a result of my involvement with the Grenfell Compact 

group previously I was concerned to ensure that the residents had more permanent 

cooking facilities over the approaching Christmas period and staff in the Contracts 

Management learn put forward a proposal to National Grid to instal[ electric cooking 

tScilities and remove the domestic gas supply to the building National Grid were against 

that and insisted on a new gas supply 

National L-irid advised the TMO that it wished to run gas pipes up the stah~’ay They 

considered this to be the only place to tun the pipes as there was no feasible route to run 

the pipework externally The TMO was powerless to prevent that as National Grid were 

the statutory undertakers Legally Narional Grid had rite powers to specify how it wished 

to install its infrastructure TMO were concerned bv the proposals and needed 

reassurance and corn mitment from National Grid that what they were proposing wa s sate 

As a result of our own concerns, as well as those presented by and on behalf of residents 

we sought the involvement ot" RBKC Building Control However, they advised that the 

locafi on of the pipe work was not a building control matter and was a matter for National 

Odd who were insistent on siting them in the stair well 
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141 Following internal discussions, it was also agreed that Carl Stokes, the TivlO’s retained 

fire expert, should visit the Tower to give us his view on the location of the pipe work 

Carl Stokes produced a report concluding that the location of gas pipes was not a problem 

per se provided they were fully fire-stopped 

142 This became the subject of much correspondence with residents and Councillor 

Blakeman on their behalf who understandably were not happy with the situation The 

TMO had sympathy with their view but was advised that there was no basis presented 

that would support a challenge to National Grid and we were left having to manage that 

position with residents even though it was not our decision 

143 The work of boxing in and fire stopping progressed slowly and was the subject of many 

complaints by TMO to National C~id I was aware that Anthony Cheney, who was Acting 

Head of Contract Management, Assets and Regeneration and who reported to me at the 

time, was chasing National Grid on a vet?i regular basis but often his emails received no 

reply at all, or promises were made which were not kept My understanding now is that 

some of the boxing in work may not have been completed by the time of the fire 

144 h~ addition to the issues in relation to gas pipes I ha’~e referred to, residents raised 

concerns regarding power surges in May 2013 which resulted in damage to some 

electrical equipmem This maUer was fldly investigated and it was t’~und that there was 

a Pault on a cane on the rising electrical main The matter was rel~’~red to RBKC’s 

insurers who established that there was no liability as TMO had undertaken all necessa~- 

checks of the supply The matter was also the s~bject of detailed reports to TMO Board 

and RBKC’s Housing and P~operty Scrutiny Committee 

145 N[r Collins repor.ed in January 2016 that the emergency lights in the stairwell were 

faulty, The non-emergency lights in the stairwell were all working but there was a fault 

on the emergency circuit Following this report, we arranged for all the lights in the stair 

well and lobbies to be replaced and we took the opportunity to fit new lights to evet3~ 

floor in fl~e stalnvell instead of having lights on evei3" other floor New lights were fitted 

at the time of the relh¢oishment works This was in 2016 and all lights were the~efbre 

relatively new at the time of the fire 
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146 I am also aware that some residents had raised concerns about the location of the HIU 

within their flats and its potential to obstruct access The reason ibr the proposed location 

was explained to residents through newsletters and drop-in sessions in the show flat as 

part of the consultation on the works The location of the HIU was considered as part of 

Rydon’s responsibili~" as main contractor under the design and build contract, and 

appropriate checks were carried out by Artelia, the Clerk of Works and Building Control 

Concerns about any fire risk were also referred to Carl Stokes who produced reports that 

explained that he did not consider that the matter presented a fire risk This matter was 

considered through the TMO Complaints procedure and was not upheld 

147 I learned that before my time there had been a small fire in a lobby area in 2010 with 

ongoing complaints that the smoke dispersal system did not work The matter was 

investigated and the failure of a vent was rectified The ventilation system was nearing 

the end of its expected life and was indeed replaced in the 2015-16 refm-bishment 

148 There was also a concern raised about an empty fiat door being left open over a weekend 

and concern that there was no door closer working to close the door The concern 

expressed was in relation to security rather than any issue of fire safety This was 

investigated and it was established that a Rydon contractor had worked in the flat 

tbllowing flooding t?om the re positioning on the HIU in the fiat above and had lef~ the 

fi-ont door open The door closer was repaired and an apology was Wen Rydon were 

instmck~d to ensure it did not happen again 

149 A resident raised a concern about parking at the base of Grenfell ’Fower and access 

a~angements for LFB in the event of’a rite I had no involvement with dfis but ~nderstand 

the Health and Safely Manager l iaised with LFB to confirm that they were sati stied with 

arrangements in Ihe area i also understand that the local housing management team took 

action to deal with vehicles parking inappropriately in the area 

150 An issue was raised concerning the link between activation of the smoke ventilation 

system and notification being gi’~en to the Fire Brigade I explained in correspondence 

that the AOV system wher~ activated did not automatically contact the Ei~e Brigade as 

the Fire Brigade did not provide a response in such circumstances I went on to explain 

that once ~he ret~rbishment work was complete, there would be a phone line direct to a 

call centre who would contact the Fire Brigade in the event of the system being triggered 
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The Fire Brigade was aware of these arrangements which had been reviewed by the fire 

risk consultant 

A resident raised concerns about bulk refuse that was left by a resident in the communal 

area including some internal doors This matter was referred to the housing management 

team and they arranged for the refuse to be removed 

152 Another issue concerned the original floor numbering in Grenfell Tower which was 

"hotel style", eg, flat 101 was on the first residential floor, flat 201 the second, etc The 

first few floors were called "Ground", "Walkway", "Walkway plus I" When the lower 

floors were brought into residential use and tbe lift stops were added to these floors, a 

decision was made to renumber the floors, based, I understand on advice from Planners 

Residents were informed of this change through the regular newsletters and the change 

was implemented 

153 Subsequently, the resident Compact asked that the numbering be changed back to the 

original format as they thought it was easier to know which flat was on which floor This 

was not agreed, as tbe change had already been implemented and a further change would 

be conl~sing New signage was introduced to detail which fiats were located on each 

floor 

[ 54 I am not aware of any other issues having been raised in relation to fire safety 

Fire advice to residents 2012 to 14 Jnne 2017 

155 I do not think I can assist the InquilS, in this regard and will defer to others who can I ara 

awaxe however that via handbooks, Resident magazine, posters and Newsletters, 

residents at Grenfell Tower received stay put advice In her Newsletter Claire Williams 

passed on to residents the specific instruction received from I,FB and stated that it had 

been emphasised by LFB who wished ~e-infurce the message to residents that "If there 

is a fire which is not inside your own home, you are generally safest to stay put in your 

home to begin with; the fire brigade will ar0ve ve~2, quickly ira fire is repo~ed Ihe only 

reason you should leave your home is if the fire is inside your home In this case you and 

your family should leave the flat immediately: close the door behind you, leave the 

building and call tire 999 giving your address and postcode 11" there is a fire in the block 
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156 

157 

near your flat and you believe you are at risk and would prefer to evacuate the building 

then please do so using the stairs and wait outside the building for the fire brigade to 

arrive" 

I understood this to be the advice specifically identified by LFB and I understood that it 

was the firm advice of the LFB to be reinforced that residents should observ, e the "stay 

put" policy unless the fire service advised differently 

There may have been other fire advices to residents but I am not the person to identify 

these 

Chronology 

158 In the weeks and months since my starting at TMO, I became familiar with the 

requirements of the Gqenfell Tower refurbishment project and had attended meetings 

with Astelia and Leadbitter with more detail for their proposals given that the project 

budget was forecast to overspend by £2 2million This was reported at the Executive 

Team meeting on 6 Februatay 2013 (PMJl3:TMO1000Sgl6) where it was also reported 

that I would be arranging to meet Laura Johnson of RBKC to discuss the options with 

her 

159 I attended at the Programme Board meeting on 21 February 2013 

(PM/14:TMO10038426) for the issue relevant to Grent’ell Tower and to report that 

negotiations were ongoing with Leadbitter and Appleya~ds and the architects, and that 

discussions were expected to continue over the next month It was reported that if there 

was a redesign oldie project it could take months to receive planning permission and 

noted that "a majo~ cost variation" was on cladding, one of the difi’erences between 

Appleyards and I.eadbit~er being the amount of cladding required rather than 

quality/price At present we were £28M adrift 

160 It was also reported that because attendance was poor at public meetings, we were 

consulting through newsletters and displays so residents were aware of what the project 

wonl d look ] i ke 

161 i did not atlend the Executive Team meeting on 4 March 2013 (PM/15:TMO10003105) 

but it was reported that I had prepared two versions of the capital programme for 2013/14, 
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one of which included Grenfell Tower and the other excluded the project This was 

because of the uncertainty regarding the project at this stage This was subsequently 

reported to the Board in the Chief Executive’s report dated 21 March 2013 

(PI~I/I 6:TI~|O10002337) reporting that the Grenfell Tower proj ect had been delayed due 

to a difference between the Appleyards’ consultant’s costs plan and Leadbitter’s costs 

It was reported that "work is now being undertaken through further value engineering to 

try and bring the costs back within budget The planning application has been withheld 

until it is understood whether the proposed design can be delivered within the budget A 

deadline for the end of March has been given to the consultant and contractor’’ 

162 I attended Programme Board on 25 March 2013 (PM/17:TMOI0038870) to report the 

ongoing work to agree costs for the project It was reported that the budgeted cost was 

£9million whilst the costs being presented by Leadbitter was approximately £12- 

£13million It was also reported that the design was also being revisited as there might 

be costs savings with revising it 

163 The recommendation I gave the Board was to re-procure I proposed that we wait until 

next week’ s deadline for Leadbitter to come back with a breakdown and reasons for gaps 

in costs If the infon’aarion was not forthcoming or we could still not reach an agreement 

then we should proceed by using the OJEU process 

164 It was ~ecorded that my team would look at tbe redesign opportunities to get a sense 

check and go back to RBKC with a proposal for bow to proceed 

lo5 By email dated 17 April 2013 lPM/18:TMOI0002602) Bruce Sounes of Studio E 

emailed me and others to report upon the discussions that we had been having regarding 

value en~neering proposal and included in tha* no*e was rei?rence to Studio E’s belief 

that something more than hare minimum to insulate the building would be necessary to 

satist}~ the planners as to the appea*ance of the building and "going beyond the meeting 

I think it is worthwhile circulating the samples we have been collecting of alternative 

c]adding options to zinc" and he sent some pictures of some a]ternative materials 

Paul I)unkerton attended the Programme Board meeting on 24 April 2013 

(PMJlg:Tl~IOI0t)2843g) to report that no agreement had been reached on costs £1,r the 

Grenfell project with Appleyards and that a re-procurement exercise would take 4 5 
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months or more and assurance was requested that RBKC were in agreement with this 

approach On issues relevant to the gap in costs, Paul Dunketton reported that "we had 

already toned down the colour scheme following the original planning application" 

167 At the Project Review meeting with Appleyards on 26 April 2013 

(Pl~I~20:TI~IO00830537) there was further discussion on costs and in addition to this, I 

raised my concerns with Leadbitter’s suitability for working on this type of project My 

suggestion was minuted that"if we continue with Leadbitter they need to provide a robust 

programme showing their management in working with residents, management of 

su~weys and to ensure they comply with specification" All of these issues were of 

paramount importance to the contract and l was not confident that Leadbitter would be 

able to comply 

168 I did not attend a Project Review meeting on 8 May 2013 (Pl~I~21:Tl~IO ) when 

various value engineering initiatives were considered but it was included within the 

discussion that Mark Watterson of IBI Group would arrange to meet the Planning 

Department to discuss amongst other things the proposal to alter external cladding to 

render and the proposal to alter aluminium windows to UPVC 

169 I attended a TMO Board Meeting on 16 May 2013 (PMi22:TMOI0t)I0078) when I gave 

an update on the Grenfell Tower project l reported that progress was being made in 

closing the gap on costs by refining the scope of the works to achieve value for money 

I reported that I would he consulting with residents in June on the revised programme 

and Board members wotdd be kept updaWd 

170 i attended a residents’ meedng on 17 June 2013 (PNb’23:TMO00837688) to provide 

residents with an update on the retl~rblshment scheme and the recent design 

considerations I indicated that TMO were still working with planners to provide a 

scheme that oflhred maKimum benefits and gave some fi~rlher detail about the prqject 

and answered residents’ questions that were raised The notes of this meeting were 

endeavoured to be spedfic to the purpose fo~ the meeting ie the ref~arbishment prqiect 

171 I attended for part of the Programme Board on 20 June 2013 (PMJ24:TMO ) to 

report that we were considering an alternative contractor to I.eadbit~er and I 
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recommended that we test the market to obtain value for money by putting the matter out 

to tender through the OJEU procurement process 

172 I submitted a paper in support of the presentation setting out details of the project and the 

challenges in relation to costs (PM/25:TMOI00028491 

173 I attended a TMO Board meeting on 25 July 2013 (PM~26:TMO10003173) when a 

decision to procure the works through an OJEU tender process was noted 

174 I attended a Residents’ Meeting on 15 August 2013 (PM/27:TM0 ) when details of 

tbe refurbishment and procurement etc were explained to residents and identifying some 

oftbe challenges It was in particular identified that the Costs Consultants had stated that 

tbe funding available from RBKC is sufficient to cartT out all of the proposed works 

However, to ensure we are able to evidence value for money it has been decided to tender 

the works to the market and that this was being done by the OJEU procurement process 

The meeting was attended by Bruce Sounes from Studio E Architects who explained 

some of the design features which were of interest to the residents It was in particular 

identified tbat t~vo types of window were being introduced and Studio E identified that 

overall the windows would be slightly larger than at presetu but because the frames are 

bulkier, the overall area of glass and light to the room should be the same It was noted 

that Studio E had also checked and modelled the vetuilation requiremems to all rooms 

fiom tbe various optior~s on windows and all were acceptable 

175 The~e were no particulm issues raised by ~esidents but tbere were questions aimed at 

raising issues about the length of time that it would take for the work to be completed 

"l’he meeting was again dominated by power surge issues as separatuly noted 

(P3’U28:Tl~IO ) 

176 I attended a Board Meeting on 5 September 2013 (PM/29:TMOI0010079) and 

identified that it was hoped tbat approval wotdd be given to the revised planning 

application lb, G~enfbll Tower Reli~,’oisIlment in September and tbe works we, e planned 

to start in March 2014 and completu by March 2015 I produced a timeline for the prO]ect 

as shown ill paragraph 3~ of Agenda item 6 (PM/30: FM010003403} 
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177 In a Schedule produced by Max Fordham on 6 September 2013 (PM/31:TMO10003560) 

various issues relating to mechanical sew, ices were identified and there was a specific 

item under the heading "fire strategy" A question is reported "Are Exova updating tlleir 

Stage D report?" There are discrepancies between Stage D report and earlier drawing 

mark ups regarding dry riser provision I cannot recall what that related to and I am not 

sure if I saw Exova’s Stage D report but it was recorded that Brace Sounes of Studio E 

would talk to Exova to see where they are with this I do not believe I was updated on 

this but expected Studio E to be reporting back to Max Fordham A fhrther question was 

recorded namely "building control need to be engaged to review aspects of the design 

eg extension of the di~i riser and use of the smoke extractor vent for general lobby 

ventilation purposes" It was recorded against this item that Philip Booth of Artelia was 

to investigate building control application which l assume meant that he would be 

pursuing this issue with building control 

178 At a Programme Board Meeting on 15 October 2013 (PM/32:TMO ) I gave an 

update on the Grenfell Tower Refurbishment indicating that we were still waiting for 

planning permission and that we were planning to go out to tender in November I 

reporied that we had some remai ning costs issues but they were not major and we hoped 

to get some energy ~nding The proiect would be over £97m depending on the energy 

fi~nding Confirmation was given Ibm our fees would be covered by the capital 

programme although we had been going to charge separately for Grcnt’ell Tower as it 

was outside the capital programme I reported that we were liaislng with varlous parties 

at RBKC 

179 I attended the next Program me Board on 21 Novem ber 20 ] 3 t PM/33:’I’MO10010079) 

reporting thai formal planning approval was still awaited b~t we were ready to go out to 

tender and we would be on site next Spring It is inaccurately recorded that I reported"it 

had been agreed to hold no more public meedngs because of the stand being made by the 

Grenfell Tower Leaseholder Group" The reality was that residents’ meetings were 

poorly attended and nobody wantad tbem, and we moved to drop in sessions and 

ne’wsletters 

180 I attended the next Programme Board on 19 Decembe~ 2013 tPM!34:TMOI00411834) 

where I reported that planning permission bad now been given and we were out to lander 

with tenders scheduled to be returned on 31 January 2014 It was recorded that one of 
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the tenderers had pulled out and there was concern about the costs because it would be a 

difficult project 

181 I did not attend the Progress Meeting No 8 on 20 JanuaD" 2014 

(PM/35:TMO00829831) but I received the Minutes which included reference to Claire 

Williams instructing lift maintenance team to cart3/out work to improve lift efficiency 

prior to work starting on the lift and to a joint condition survey of lifis would be carried 

out There were also references to the dry riser and that detailed design of the AOV had 

been submitted to building control Claire was actioned at this meeting to update the Fire 

Brigade that the works were due to start 

182 On 27 March 2014 1 prepared a paper for tbe TMO Board (PM/36:TMOI0005571) 

recommending the appointment of the preferred contractor, based on the assessment and 

information provided by Astelia and based on their evaluation I recommended that the 

Board agreed to select Rydon Construction Limited as the preferred contractor for the 

refurbishment of Grenfell Tower I identified that further work was required to firm up 

the scope of the works and design and arrive at a fixed costs tbr the contract and I 

recommended that the Board agree to enter into a pre-contract agreement with Rydon up 

to the value of £350k to progress early planning activities prior to entering into a contract 

with Rydon with a total proj ect cost of £9 7m (inclusive of fees) 

183 I atte*~ded a meeting on I April 2014 {PM/37:TMOI0023253) e*~titled ’A Cont*acto~ 

Introduction Meeting’ at which representatives of Rydon Artelia TMO attended when it 

was identified that Philip Booth of Arie]ia would pe~T~rm the ro]e of Employer’s Agent 

on the project and that Keith Bushell of Artelia would be the CDM Coordinato~ 

184 Philip Booth of ~elia presented that there was a potential saving of up to £376,175 that 

could be reali sed through changes to the proposed cladding, by changing the material and 

method of fixing He was promoting the change of material t?om zinc to aluminium a*td 

using a face fixing rather than a cassette to save most money 

185 He noted that all changes would have to be approved by the planners and Simon 

Lawrence of Rydo~ indicated that the only noticeab]e dit’fo ence i~ appearance is that 

some of the fixings to the cladding would be visible It u, as noted that Philip Booth of 

Artelia would organise an introduction between Marc Warterson oflBI Taylor and Simon 
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Lawrence of Rydon for them to consider the potential changes Other potential smaller 

savings were also identified Simon Lawrence was actioned to circulate a list of the 

potential savings that Rydon proposed 

186 The minutes inaccurately record that Studio E and Cur’ins had been novated to Rydon 

It was the arrangement that all responsibility for design was left with the main contractor 

going forward under the design and build contract Bruce Sounes and Stefano Strazzullo 

were the main contacts from Studio E and Curtins respectively It was planned that 

Simon Lawrence of Rydon would meet Bruce Sounes of Studio E to confirm the schedule 

of setw-ices that Studio E would provide to them 

187 It was recorded that Exova had completed the fire strategy at the tender stage They had 

not been novated but Simon Lawrence will contact them with a view to using them going 

forward 

188 By email exchanges in early April between Marc Watterson of IBI Taylor Young and 

Philip Booth of Astelia (PM/38:TMO10041034) there was discussion as to how to deal 

with the planning application and particularly with the proposal by Rydon to face fix 

aluminium cladding in colours to mirror those submitted t~r planning It was noted in 

those emails that there had been numerous meetings with the local planners when a range 

of materials had been presented and it was noted that the planners were likely to have 

queries and issues rega*ding this and potentially asking fbr alternatives to be explo~ed 

and much of the debate at that time between Artelia and IBl Group was revolving around 

what the local planners would accept principally by way of appea~ ance 

189 It was at the same rinse being made known publically that the contract for the Grenfell 

Tou, er refurbishment had been agreed and there was a neu, s release to that effect 

190 At a TMO/RBKC finance meeting on 14 April (PM/39:TMOI0005829) which I did not 

attend, it was recorded that I was cur, cntly comp]eti~g a value engineering exercise to 

bring the total costs within the budget provision and once completed a repo[t would go 

to Councillor Feilding-Mellen which would then be followed with a cabinet report by 

mid-May Ihe value engineering exercise referred to there was not one that I was 

actually conducting myself but it was an exercise being conducted by Artella in 

conjunction with Rydon and they were repol~ing to me so that I could repol~ up the line 
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191 I attended a RBKC/TMO Joint Management meeting on 23 April 

(PM]40:TMO10006102) to discuss various issues and in relation to Grenfell Tower it 

was minuted that funding would be approved in June by Cabinet and that sample 

materials were being looked at that week before it was going to be presented to the 

planning department It was recorded that there would probably be an adjustment on the 

budget to be discussed with Councillor Feilding-Mellen 

192 At about this time I was aware that Studio E were producing a number of different 

aluminium samples in readiness for the RBKC to approve and these matters were 

discussed with RBKC planners at a meeting on 8 May 2014 (PM/41:TIMOI0005900) 

which I did not attend but I saw the minutes recorded that a fl at panel ACM was proposed 

as the cladding material and as I understand it this was chosen because of the suitabiliU 

in temps of colour as determined by RBKC planners and it was proposed that the flat 

panel ACM was face fixed at higher levels 

193 It was specifically recorded that the two planning officers from RBKC were presented 

with a number of different colour options for the ACM and Sarah Scannell from RBKC 

planners was recorded to be checking how they looked outside and would confirm 

RBKC’s preference by 16 May 2014 ~t was recorded that the RBKC planners’ 

preference was t’or a slight texture and glossy panel It was arranged that Rydon would 

produce some half size sample panels to show the j oint and fixings once the colours had 

been decided and Rydon would also p~ovide detailed drawings of the windows as well 

as a sample of the window’, window’ f~ame and infill 

lo4 I was not involved in any oPthis in detail but understood that this level oPrelinement was 

to satisfy the requirements of the RBKC Planners 

195 There were th~her email exchanges and discussions between Studio E, Artelia and IBI 

Taylor about what RBKC wotdd require by way of cladding with discussion on havir~g 

samples available for the RBKC to review On 16 May 2014 {PM/42:TMOI0005924} 

Sarah Scannell of RBKC wrote to Ma~ c Watterson at IB[ ’Pay]o~ stating ""l have now had 

an opportunity to visit the buildings we discussed in the meeting Unf’o]aunately we 

remain unconvinced that the panels would provide a long term quality required for such 

a high profile building Overall the buildings ha~e a flat, almost dull, appearance The 

fixings are clearly visible and on many of the panels In some cases the fixings have not 
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been aligned, resulting in a random and un-uniform appearance In addition, many of the 

panels had not weathered well, with water damage and accumulation of dirt around 

ledges, pipes etc I am interested to understand if the more textured or brushed finish 

would alleviate some of these issues Do you have any examples of where a more 

textured panel has been used on a building that we could go and visit?" These comments 

followed Sarah Scannell’s visit to review cladding that had been fitted at tbe Chalcott 

Estate in Camden 

196 In further email exchanges on 16 May 2014 (PM/42:TMO10005924) Bruce Sounes of 

Studio E reported to Artelia his conversations with Sarah Scannell and her requirements 

for the cladding and her interest in the detail and junctions: window head, window cill 

and the pilasters She expressed concern about exposed fixings and the overall qualit?," 

of appearance 

197 At about this time and as reported in an Executive team presentation on 21 May 2014 

(PM]43:TMO     ), Rydon were working with energy funders to see whether grants 

could be obtained It was recorded that the cladding had been switched from zinc to 

aluminium to provide high quality cladding and the planning were happy with this but 

there were ongoing discussions on other external fixtures 

198 By email dated 23 May 2014 (PM/44:TMO ) Brace Sounes of Studio E repol~ed to 

Clai~e Williams and others that he thought brushed a]uminium cassette would be 

acceptahle to the Planners 

199 It was reported in email exchanges on 4 June 2014 {PM/45:TMOI0041379) that Sarah 

Scannell had ~isited Kilbum that week and litat whils~ she considered brusimd panels to 

be better, the planners were not convinced of the overall appearance and robustness of 

the material and again marie references to the need for high quality appearance necessary 

Inr such a visible building but given the cost and time implications in relation to the 

project she suggested the provision of different colours with perhaps different fixings for 

them to consider 

200 At a p~ e-start meeting on 13 June 2014 tPM/46:’[’MO00832490} which ~ did not attend, 

it was recorded that Claire Williams would be the representative of the TMO client and 

the contract administrator would be Philip Booth of Al~elia ~1 was recorded that there 
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would be a Clerk of Works and it was identified that the CDMC was Keith Bushell of 

Artelia Simon Lawrence from Rydon was the main point of contact and Simon 

O’Connor was the Rydon site manager It was recorded that it was assumed that the 

material for the cladding would not be signed off prior to entering into the contract 

tberefore cassette fixed aluminium will be assumed which had a saving of£293,368 from 

tbe oliginal design A decision was still awaited from the RBKC planners in this regard 

Other potential savings were identified as this meeting and the adjusted contract sum was 

therefore currently £8,683,17278 It was recorded that the works had started on 2 June 

2014 

201 

202 

203 

On 19 June 2014 Laura Johnson, director of housing at RBKC presented a paper to the 

cabinet meeting of RBKC {PM/47:TIMO 10005911) in which she refelTed to the project 

and tbe appointment of Rydon She noted that planning conditions were still to be 

discharged in relation to the detailed design and materials of a number of items including 

the new windows and the cladding material and fixing method She noted that subject to 

agreement with planning these could result in increased costs and it would be prudent to 

plan for this possibility Laura referred to the arrangements in place for liaising with the 

residents and ultimately recommended to cabinet to increase the capital budget for the 

scheme to £103m 

I attended the Programme Board on 1 July 201,1 (P13,[/48:TMOI0007280) to present an 

updated repo~ on the progress of tile refilrbishme~t p~oject which was principally to 

ider~til~’ the diPferent groups that bad been set up to monito~ p[og[ess and it was suggested 

that Roger Keane of RBKC could be involved to follow the progress of the project It 

was noK~d by this time at a Capital Pmg~amme |earn meeting of 24 June 20~4 

(PMi49:TMO10006859) that Roge~ Keane was now the Liaison Office~ lb~ RBKC It 

was also noted ar fl~i s n~eeting that Rydon were looking ar savings focussing on cladding 

materials External tlmding opportunities we*e linrited and getting righter and a report 

had been submitted ibr £600k Also by this time, the resident engagement role was 

stalXing to increase with Rydon’s RLO in place and working 

was aware at this time that tile LFB were attanding site havi~g been infomled of the 
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204 By email dated 15 July 2014 (PM/50:TMO ) Chweechen Lira of Artelia wrote 

advising TMO to enter into a JCT design and build contract with Rydon based on a 66 

week construction programme 

205 I attended Progress Meeting Number I on 15 July 2014 and tbe minutes drafted by Artelia 

(PM~51 :TMO00835445) confirmed that TMO had appointed a Clerk of Works and that 

the works were due to start on 8 September It was reported that Rydon had completed 

the mock-up for the cladding and it was confirmed that the planners were viewing the 

colours and fixing detail on 17 July In a post-meeting note it was recorded that the 

planners preference was for champagne to brushed aluminium and they were not keen on 

tbe face fix Simon Lawrence of Rydon confim~ed that the discharge of the planning 

conditions was sent on 3 July 

206 By email dated 23 July 2014 (PM/52:TMO10007050) Sarah Scannell of RBKC planners 

wrote to IBI Taylor Young reporting on her discussions regarding the cladding with 

comments on the visual amenity and the fixings It was recorded that officers were not 

convinced that the natural aluminium brushed colour of the panels would represent a high 

qualiU finish when placed across the whole building and the preference was for 

concea/ed fixings or cassertes She requested a fidl image of the building clad in the 

champagne metallic so they could decide 

207 I attended a TMO board rneeIing on 24 July 2014 {PM/53:TMO 10007374) to present a 

report which was an update on the paper considered by the board on 27 March in relation 

to the refurbishment [~eportedthatthefinal contractpricehadbeenconfirmedat£97m 

which let~ no room fo~ contingency fo~ unforeseen costs in the project As a result, I 

proposed to include a 6’% contingency provision thereby increasing the total costs of the 

refl~rbishment to £103m l reported that the approval of the RBKC Cabinet had been 

sought and agreed at its meeting on 19 June 2014 

2O8 I attended a Grenfell programme meeting on 27 August 2014 (PM/54:TMOI0007302} 

where the extent of work was reported Again reference was made to the attendance by 

LFB for farni]iafisation visits and it was recorded that the target date tbr the p]anners to 

confirm the cladding materials and colour choices was 29 August 2014 
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209 I attended a Programme Board meeting on 28 August 2014 (PM/SS:TMO10028481) to 

give an update on developments to date 

210 It was reported to residents in Claire Williams’ newsletter in October 2014 that the 

Council had selected a smoke silver metallic (grey) colour for the cladding and that 

samples could be viewed in the main entrance 

211 At a Programme Board meeting on 9 October 2014 (PM/56:TMO    ), which I attended 

for pa~ of, it was reported that work on the Grenfell Tower regeneration project was 

going well so far and it was reported that details of the pallet of materials was circulated 

and the colour had changed to grey following the inte~w-ention of Jonathan Bore, 

Executive Director of RBKC’s Planning and Borough Development 

212 At this early stage of the project, I am aware that Carl Stokes attended to cart3/out a fire 

risk assessment which he did on 17 October 2014 (Pl~I/12:TMO10042446) and his 

report made reference to discussions and comments received from LFB and to the active 

and passive fire safety devices present He also drew attention to the stay put policy in 

place as recommended by the LFB 

212, By email dated I 0 November 2014 (PM257:TMO00837709) Bruce Sounes of Studio E 

wrote to Simon Lawrence of Rydon reporting on the windows to be installed which he 

said were initially proposed by Max Fordham to be central pivoting windows but he was 

raising issues in relation to these pa~Sictdarly with the concerns as to how they may be 

cleansed safely from inside and improve the exisd~g bame~ condition both fb~ satEty and 

to discourage people throwing things out I no~e the paper dated I ~ November, which I 

believe was drafted by Claire Williams, recorded that TMO’s ~equi~ement was that the 

window design should prevent ~511s as well as deterring residents t~om throwing things 

out of the window and retErred to three alternative designs m achieve this obj ecdve This 

note also ~ecorded that the off,hal proposals l~r windows was that they were designed 

larger than the structure opening as the original client team wanted to improve on the 

current venlilation and day]ight levels so the new windows were ovei and above the 

ret’u*~isbment b~filding [egulation ob]igations It was being ~eported at Ihat time that 

Rydon was about to ca~- out internN works within the flats and that cutting larger 

sttucmral openings may cause dit~ctdties and additionN disruption and time within flats 

together with potential impact on cuKains and thrniture etc 
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214 It is recorded that Rydon proposed to fit windows within the structural openings to 

remove these problems and they would confirm that the new proposals would meet 

existing building regulations for refurbishment standards It is clear that TMO’s concerns 

in this regard were to achieve a design of window that was safe and would minirnise 

disruption to residents during installation and in all respects windows were required to 

meet building regulations which Rydon would need to clear with Building Control 

215 This was reilected in Artelia’s email from Philip Booth on 26 November 2014 

(PM]SS:TMO10007968) in which Philip confirmed that the concerns regarding 

disruption to residents that would be caused by fitting larger windows was raised at a 

design meeting on 22 October and it was resolved following advice from IBI Taylor 

Young that windows would be installed to the existing openings if appropriate approval 

could be obtained It was indicated that Amy Peck, from IBI Taylor Young, advised that 

the planners would be happy to consider the alteration in the window size as a non- 

material amendment and the risk of planning approval being refused was stated to be 

low It was agreed that larger windows would not be ordered but an application for 

planning change would be made Rydon indicated that the windows would need to be 

ordered by 7 November to maintain the current programme Various options were 

considered 

216 Planning permission for smaller u, indows was ultimately given on 2 JanualT 2015 as a 

non-material change Correspondence ensued to avoid paying Rydon additional sums 

fb~ this change oP specification which actually resulted in them having to do conside[ably 

less work but TMO was advised by Artelia that this was not appropriate 

217 OI1 2 December 2014 Artelia reported that the assessment of the window material costs 

tiom Rydon’s tender was rou~ly £1,280,000 (PMi59:TMO1004247.~} 

218 By email dated 2 January 2015, Tunde Awoderu on behalf of the Grenfell Tower 

Leaseholders Association v~wote to Councillor Dent Coad and numerous others 

(Pr~I/6(k’I’MOl(~008384) drav~q ng attention to hi s concerns for the fire alarm and smoke 

extract system to be upgiaded and stating that although Rydon had been on site since 

June 2014 there was no tangible evidence of them carrying out such an upgrade and 

referring to the Carl Stokes fire risk assessment dated 20 November 2012 

(PMJ61:TMOIt)028254) I drafted a response on 5 January 2015 for Councillor 
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Blakeman (PM!62:TMO10008428), to consider including: that the scope of work to 

Grenfell includes the upgrade/renewal of smoke and fire safety and ventilation system; 

that the system is currently beyond economic repair and we are working with Building 

Control to agree a design for the system that will meet current standards; that we have 

been in close contact with the Fire Brigade to make them aware of the current situation, 

so they can take this into account in their approach to any fire safety issues; and that our 

contractors (Rydon) have also been in liaison with the Fire Brigade to agree safe working 

methods in the interim while the system is being worked on The response included also 

that we have posted notices throughout the building and explained in newsletters that a 

"stay put" policy is in place in the event of a fire 

219 I attended a Health and Safety Committee meeting on 19 Janua~" 2015 attended by TMO 

Managers and staff During this meeting (PM/63:TMOI0011987) as recorded at 

paragraph 32, 1 asked to see a copy of the detail behind a report on the backlog of 

outstanding actions in relation to fire related deficiencies and indicating my view that the 

system should be more robust to ensure actions are escalated if they are out of time 

There was confirmation that the process would be reviewed It was also recorded that 

Janice Wray reported there to be a new Station Commander for Kensington and North 

Kensington LFB, Nick Davis who visited Grenfell Tower at her request prior to the maj or 

works contractors’ Christmas shutdown She reported that Mr Davis was keen to 

continue the regular familiarisation visit to Grentbll Tower and the regular liaison with 

Rydon that his predecessor had initiated 

220 It is my understanding that the LFB Station Manager and staff attended those regular 

familiarisation visits and the reg~dar liaison meetings with Rydon and IMO 

221 It was reported that there had been a liaison meeting with LFB on 5 Januaiy 2015 

whereby TMO had sought clarification of the LFB requirements in relation to Adair 

Tower and I.FB had taken the oppommity to outline their requirement t’or all flat el~trance 

doo~s to be fitted with self-c]osing devices This was a consequence of the rite that had 

occulted at Adair Tower which was reported to have ]dentifi ed a number of doors without 

self-closing devices It was ~epo~’~ed that I,FB retluhed the landlords to regularly 

undertake checks to ensure that seltLdosers had not been removed o~ disengaged and that 

tlris was to be discussed in greater detail at the next FRA meeting 
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222 

223 

224 

225 

226 

A LFB enforcement notice was served following the fire at Adair Tower and various 

issues were identified in relation to Adair Tower but this prompted further consideration 

in relation to the need to check that door closers are fitted to all flat entrance doors with 

a suggestion that they be made "tamper prooF’ This led to a proposal by TMO tbat 

checks of door closers be conducted as part of the regular planned maintenance 

programme 

At the Progress Meeting No 7 on 20 JanuatT 2015 (PM/64:TMO10008718) which I did 

not attend, it was reported that Simon Lawrence of Rydon had submitted a detailed design 

of the AOVs to Building Control and Max Fordham has approved the equipment It was 

recorded that there were changes to the drawings and with the AOV extending to 

additional floor for tbe new flats an increased flow rate was required by Building Control 

increasing the size of the fans It was recorded that Rydon had proceeded to procure 

items necessmT for the AOV to reduce risk on delive~T time and that Claire Williams 

would update the LFB when works were about to start and the mechanical system was 

due to be operational by the end of June 

The meeting also recorded that windows were due to be delivered on 23 FebruatT and 

that the nol>materia/amendment application had been approved 

David Gibson intended the Programme Board on 26 February 2015 

(PMi65:TMOI0008836) in my place attd he reported upon the windows planning 

permission having been obtained and that the contract would be extended for 7 weeks at 

a cost of£78k He reported upon a Residents’ Association meeting at which a sample 

window bad been viewed and he recorded that the residents were happy with the new 

windows 

At the Progress Meeting Number 9 on 17 March 2015 (PM!66:TMO00829504) which I 

did not attend, it was reported that Simon Lawrence of Rydon ’+’as meeting with Building 

Control on 17 March for the sign off of the AOV system It was also reported that TMO 

and Rydon were to keep the bite Brigade informed about wod<s on site identit3,ing that 

the passive system should be opet ational by May and the mechanica] system operational 

by the end of June 
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227 

228 

229 

230 

231 

David Gibson attended the Programme Board on 16 April 2015 

(PMJli7:TMO10009164) in my place to report on work progress at Grenfell and that 

there were issues with the heat exchange units and the windows 

In relation to the HIUs, David Gibson reported that the best option was to install these 

near the entrance door for most tenants and installation in the kitchen would be more 

disruptive and require additional pipework It was recorded that Eddie Daffarn was 

expected to continue to oppose the works but TMO would concentrate on reducing the 

number of "no access" cases in order to ensure that residents had hot water and heating 

ahead of the winter heating season A meeting was planned for 20 April 

It was reported that work on the lifts had started and that the fire brigade had been advised 

of flris work 

At a Progress Meeting Number 11 on 19 May 2015 (PM/68:TMO00830456), it was 

recorded that TMO and Rydon would keep the fire brigade informed about the works on 

site and as reported before, the passive system would be operational by May The 

mechanical system will be operational by the end of June and bimonthly meetings were 

organised It was reported that Building Control visited site on 15 May to inspect tbe top 

three floors £1,r insulation, fire breaks and udndow installation on three elevations and 

bad no adverse comments I am nor clear who attended from Building Control Nat it was 

clea~ to all that they had approved the insulation fire breaks and "window installation as 

seen by them on the visit on 15 May 2015 

I attended the Programme Board on 8 June 2015 (PMi69:TMO|0028488) to report 

RBKC’s concerns about costs and tile delivery date Ibr the project and an update on cash 

flou, and timeline had been provided I was then due to meet Councillor Feilding-Mellen 

later fl~at day and wo~dd brief him on the progress I reported that there bad been a 

problem wifla the end of year position as the accruals had not come through but we were 

now within budget l reported that the project was due to finish on 23 October and had 

only been delayed by the need to go back to Plamring about the windows and change of 

use tbr the otIices which were being converted to tlats I reported that I would take 

Councillor geilding-Mellen to the show flat which was due to be completed on I I June 

2015 and show him the HIU site 
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232 

233 

234 

235 

236 

Shortly after 29 May 2015 (PM/70:TI~IO ) I wrote to Councillor Blakeman regarding 

a message that she had left in relation to issues raised at her councillor’s surgery relating 

to refurbishment of G~-enfell Tower. A number of C~enfell residents had attended her 

surgely" and raised concerns about the proposed location of the HIU in their homes I met 

witb Cllr Blakeman and residents in the show tlat in Grenfell Tower on a Saturday 

morning in June 2015 to discuss this matter and tbere were subsequent meetings with the 

group and Victoria Borwick MP Having considered the matter it was agreed that the 

HIU could be located in the alternative location in the kitchen on condition that residents 

were prepared to endure the additional disruption that this would cause in their homes 

I wrote to Mr A Mohammed at 51 C~enfell Tower on 20 July 2015 (PI~I/71:TIMO    } 

in connection with his reluctance to grant access to his flat to can?," out installation of the 

new central heating I reported to him that he and a number of residents had raised 

concerns about the location of the HIU in tbe hallway and whilst giving details of the 

reasons for this location, I was pleased to inform him that having listened to resident 

feedback, we had agreed to make changes to the proposed enclosure of the HFU which I 

was hoping would address the concerns that had been raised and inviting him to look at 

lhe system in the show flat I indicated thai lhe final choice oPposilion for lhe HTU will 

be his but each home would have different obstacles to overcome I invited him to contact 

Rydon’s Resident Liaison Officers to arrange an appointment to agree the scope and 

timing of work to his home 

I attended lb~ part oP the Programme Board held on 29 J~dy 2015 

(PM/72:TMOIt)028489) to report upon costs and contingencies and budget 

OI1 17 August 2015 I wrota to David Collins (PMi73:TMOI)08372611) in response to a 

number of issues that he had raised and which I had invited a discu ssion 

AI the Progress Meeting Number 14 on 21 August 2015 (PM/74:TMO10009801), which 

I did not attend, concerns were reported in relation to progress on installation of the 

external t’aCade Simon Lawrence of Rydon explained that ~ecalibrafing the mast 

c]imbers had taken ]onger than anticipated d~e to a shortage in labour He said that wbi]st 

tight, it was achievable to complete the external fa¢ade works 
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237 Simon Lawrence reported that installation works to the communal boiler and associated 

pipework had been undertaken and completed in conj unction with Cofely and he reported 

tbat the boiler commissioning had not been signed off due to the current ventilation being 

insufficient He said that only three flats now remained non-access for HIU and Claire 

Williams reported that legal action was proceeding with injunctions expected to be issued 

immediately to concerned parties although it was anticipated that resident compliance 

would be achieved upon service of an injunction notice 

238 Simon Lawrence also repotted upon the AOV and it was noted that when meeting with 

LFB, they should be advised that the building AOV system was not operational at that 

time 

239 Throughout tbis period we had been receiving very regular site inspechon reports from 

John Rowan and Partners reporting upon progress and quality of work 

240 We learned that Rydon’s steelwork sub-contractor went bust and I reported this fact to 

the Programme Board which I attended in part on 3 September 2015 

(PM/75:TMOI0010048) I reported that this would result in some delay to the project 

and Ihat IMO were working with Rydon to manage this situation and that I would keep 

the Programme Board advised of this development 

241 Simon Lawrence wrote on 28 August 2015 (PI~|i76:Tr~’|O to Neil Reed at Artelia 

and copied to me and others to report upon the installation of H[Us and reporting that the 

external cladding would be comp]eted by the end of October which then was only two 

months away with the ltIU changeovers work complete by the end of the year 

242 There bad been discussions through Artelia about the slippages in the programme and 

these issues were raised at high level within Rydon who undertook to put in new and 

additional resource to ensure the work was completed within reasonable timescales 

243 Rydon and John Rowan and Partners were reporting upon progress but there were 

concerns about this and ~ attended the P~og~ess Meeting Number ]5 on 18 September 

2015 (PM./77:TMO0083t)499) when various issues were raised relative to the 

programme and it was reposed under items l 13 and I 14 that Rydon had purchased the 

remaining t~bricaled steelwork fiom the liquidator of their sub-contractor and the 
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steelwork was on site and the installation was currently being framed up the lower floors 

They also reported that the cladding contractor had also gone into liquidation They 

reported that the remaining panels required to complete the project had already been 

manufactured and Rydon planned to purchase these directly fi-om the liquidator to supply 

a new installation sub-contractur which Rydon were arranging by way of legal novation 

of the contract fi-om the old contractor to the new one for fixing only They confirmed 

that there would be no changes to the formalities of the warranty 

244 I attended a joint RBKC and TivIO management meeting at about this time 

(PIM/7g:TMOI0009922) The minutes are undated but were probably at the beginning 

of September where I reported the concerns we had about the delays 

245 I attended the C~-enfell Residents Compact Meeting on 6 October 2015 (PIM/79:T~I0 

) to consider issues raised by residents and to report upon progress and delays There 

was continuing concern about the positioning of HIUs and there was a request for an 

independent review of safety The concern had been relative to the suggestion of 

restriction to access which in my view was not justified but I explained to the residents 

that the positioning of HIUs would be considered by Building Control which itself was 

an independent body with statutory authorities in relation to the regulation of the building 

works and that fltey would cot~firm whether or not the it~stallarion was appropriate 

246 Kiran Singh also attended this meeting and agreed to look into the possibility oP 

reinstating the concierge at the building This service had been removed previously at the 

retluest of" ~ esidents but there was a ~ ene~’ed interest in reinstating that se~wice Other 

iss~es were raised principally in relation to internal decorations and as had always been 

the position, residems were directed to Rydon’s Resident Liaison Officer in the first 

instance to raise any particular issues that they had 

247 i attended Progress Meeting Number 16 held on 22 October 2015 

(PM/8thTMO~t083O091) I was anxious to understand the programme and progress 

which was slipping and itwas reported at item 34 that Steve Blake would issue a revised 

team structure which put David Hughes in cha~ge oPcladding and boiler ~oom 

248 As matters progressed tov,,ards completion, Artelia organised handover countdov,,n 

meetings 
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249 There was a Grenfell Tower Compact Meeting on 12 November (PM/81:TMO     ) 

which I attended with Kiran Singh and Sam De Haan when a number of items including 

tbe HIU location was discussed and the option of relocating some HIUs was reported to 

be considered once it was known how many residents wanted this work and we had a 

better understanding of tbe costs 

250 I attended Progress Meeting Number 17 on 17 November 2015 (PM/82:TMO10011410) 

when it was noted under CDM Regulations 2015 recently in force identified that if the 

Principal Designer’s appointment finished before the end of the works, then the Principal 

Contractor takes on the Principal Designer role and as a consequence puts together the 

health and safety" file for the client It was agreed however at this meeting that Rydon 

were not the Principal Designer under the 2015 Regulations and that TMO as the client 

would undertake this role and it was further agreed that Rydon would be responsible for 

collating and presenting the health and safety file information in accordance with the 

Employer’ s requirements 

251 At this time John Rowan and Partners continued to be expressing their concerns about 

tbe timings for installing the external cladding, identifying that there was still a lot to do 

and the programmed date for all cladding to be finished bad moved to early January 2016 

as reported in the site inapectior~ report of 12 November 2015 ( Pl~lb’83 fl’MO00835928) 

252 I attended a joint RBKC TMO managenmnt meeting on 2 December 20[5 

(PM/84:TMOI0~)| |591) which in relation to Grenfell Tower recorded concern about 

the possibilit5" of a new estate managume~t board being formed a~d arrangements were 

made tbr a further meeting involving RBKC’s Head ot" Housing Cormnissioning and 

others By email dated 3 December 2015 (PMi85:TMOl10026298) David Collins wrote 

to me and to others again ir~ relation to the locatir~g of HIU units arld expressing cormern 

that the units were so close to electtics and a ihse box both being located next to the exit 

from their home An inspection by Building Control was not a satisfactory solurio~ and 

he was suggesting that an investigation be conducted by an independent organisation 

specialising in fire and safety which he suggested Building Control was not I replied 

saying that Bui]ding Control was an organisation that was independent of TMO and 

checks conformity to necessary regulations They bad checked the installation oPtbe 

HT[ ~ and were satisfied with the approach I also reported that our Fire Safety Con sultant 

was asked to review the installatior~ and his report was sent to Mr Collir~s cor~firming Ihat 
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no fire risk had been identified in relation to the location of the HIU in the hallway I 

challenged the accuracy of some of the other things that he recorded On 10 December 

2015 John Rowan and Partners reported progress upon the cladding installation and 

reported in particular that RBKC Building Control was on site two weeks earlier to look 

at the cladding and apart from some damaged panels and some making good, the 

inspector was generally happy {PM/g6:TIMO008359391 

253 In December 2015, Councillor Blakeman raised issues in relation to the signage 

(Pl~I~87:T]~IO10027587) and this was raised with Janice Wray who reported back to me 

(PIM/gg:TMO10011652) to confirm that she had spoken to the LFB Station Manager for 

North Kensington to confirm when his crews had carried out the last of their regular 

familiarisation visits to C~enfell and tbis was in October 2015 Janice reported that she 

had herself inspected the current signage and fed back her comments to Claire Williams 

who had instructed Rydon to address them and these included signs clarifying which tlat 

numbers are located on each floor, the stencilling of floor numbers within the staircase 

and temporary laminated signs in each lift car with regard to the flat numbering sign for 

the whole building, this was fixed in place beside the lifts Janice confirmed that she had 

arranged to meet Carl Stokes that day to inspect the block and had arranged to meet the 

new LFB Station Manager from North Kensln~..ton that Friday 

254 I attended the RBKC TMO Joint Management meeting on 2 March 2016 

(P~I/89fI’MOl{~OI4782) and in respect of Grent;,~l] tower I reported the mixed 

reactions fiom residents in response to the compact meeting and Robert Black noted that 

the TMO board agreed to review the complaints under the leadership of Sacha Jevans 

and Yvonne Birch As tile ~ esult of feedback from residents, it was ag~ eed to have a t’nll 

review’ of all complaints and the conu act with a Board sub group, and we reported to the 

Scmfiny Committee in this regard 

255 I did not attend the interim meeting on 9 March 2016 (PMJ90:TMO10012507) but it 

was noted that the AOV system p~otected liom the f~urtb floor above was to be 

commissioned on 17 March 2016 and there was also an item to check tile scope of the 

emergency lights works to ensure compliance with regulations 

256 On 10 March 2016 a revised F10 form (PI~Ugl:’I’MO 

recording TMO to be the Principal Designer My 
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technicality due to change of regulations midway through the contract and that all design 

work was complete 

257 As I was aware by the end of March 2016 that John Rowan and Partners were reporting 

that the cladding was nearly complete and there were various reports of Building Control 

Inspectors attending to inspect the work and of LFB staff attending for familiarisation 

visits to be better informed about the refurbishment works 

258 I attended a Health & Safety Committee meeting on 12 April 2016 

(PIM/92:Tl~IOI0012811) where further reference was made to LFB having continued 

their regular familiarisation visits to C~enfell Tower and Janice Wray indicated an 

intention to review TMO’s fire strategy to ensure that it continued to be compliant with 

legislation and best practice 

259 Carl Stokes completed his fire risk assessment for Grenfell Tower of 20 June 2016 and 

produced a detailed action plan directed to TivlO and to Rydon in patticular and all those 

actions so Par as I am aware were attended to and completed On 24 June, John White of 

John Rowan and Partners delivered to David Hughes of Rydon a li st of outstanding items 

which he had identified as being required This included a rel;erence to finishing off the 

cladding, cleaning and make good ground beam outside external area of flat 6 and he 

provided a snagging inspection sheet for Rydon’s attention As matters progressed, I 

attended an Executive team meeting on 7 J~dy 2016 in part to report that the Grenfell 

refurbishment work would all be completed and handed over the following Monday just 

4 days later (PM/~)3:’[’I~|O 101115934} 

260 i attended a Programme Board meedng on 20 July 2016 (PM/94:TMO ) in part to 

present the Programme operations paper and in relation to Grenfell Tower it was noted 

that there was no one on site now and that TMO would be conducting a resident 

satisfaction survey at the end of October when the heating would be on 

261 I attended the RBKC and TMO Joint Management meeting on 7 September 2016 

(PM/95:TMOIt)01613tl) to report that Councillor Atkinson was very happy with things 

at Grenfell but Counci]lor Blakeman was still sniping Her main concern at this time was 

the stairwell decoration and the charges proposed for this 
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262 1 have by this statement endeavoured to answer all poit~ts raised and identified by the 

Inquiry and to do so as helpfully as I can to assist the Inquiry identify all safety lessons. 

I would by way of further statement be happy to clarify any points made here as necessary 

arid to respond to any other issues inquiry wishes to tzise. 

The contents of this statement are true to the best of my knowledge and belief, l am 

content for this statement to form part of the evidence before the Inquiry and published 

on the ln~’s web site. 

Si~ood.’.I~ ’~ ~)1 .’.~~ .............. 

Dated ....... ~...~,. ........................... 
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